
ESSAY FILMS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Films: Advantages and Disadvantages A film is automatically associated with fun , entertainment and relaxation. The
next 2 and a half hours.

Often, however, the cinema helps to spread knowledge. Like other work of arts, cinema is the reflection of the
hopes, aspirations, happiness, dejections, frustrations and contradictions of the society in which it is conceived
and created. One successful movie can completely change the lives of so many people involved in its making.
In this article, we will try to figure out the various merits and demerits of cinema. Cinemas are true mirrors of
the society. Such people have become so addicted to visiting the cinema that they see almost every film, good
or bad. Watching movies sometimes send the wrong messages to individuals as some circumstances and
happenings are usually overrated or occasionally underrated in movies. By Jay Kuch. We used to watch films
only in a cinema but these days films are shown on television within three months of its release on the big
screen. Movies help takes you from your present state of mind to some other state of mind filled with all sorts
of fun. Cinemas can be used to teach us about the varied customs, cultures, and traditions of the world. Movies
challenge our imagination and take us beyond the realms of possibility. Many people who get to watch many
movies become so addicted to it that they so many times abandon their primary assignments to watch a movie,
or keep up with one. Those who visit the cinema with the purpose of learning something good are sure to
benefit from almost every visit to the cinema. Today, films are widely being produced not merely to entertain
people, but to bring various issues to the notice of society by touching issues of every area ranging from
society, education, politics, terrorism, as well as to naxalism and administration. Besides providing
entertainment, films educate and inform the viewers of various social aspects and how we should live our
lives, what we should tolerate and how we should go about objecting and the wrong meted out to us. It is
therefore clear that the cinema has many advantages as well as disadvantages. Nowadays films are made that
are full of indecent scenes, violence, sexual abuse, crimes and indecent exposure. It may also mean a place
specifically meant for the display of films. Some films show how man has struggled through the centuries to
make the world a better place to live in. Films play a big role in influencing the youth of our society and
should avoid displaying obnoxious styles and habit forming vices on the big screen as the youth ape these
actions and commit thefts, crimes, get into violent fights imagining themselves to be heroes and think their
actions will attract public acclaim. Popular media for information and entertainment. Some common
terminologies that we use to mean cinema are films, pictures, movies, flicks, motion pictures, theatre,
picture-house, etc. The influence is sometimes good, and sometimes it is bad.


